
COLORS OF MS
PRICING     FEATURE POST NEEDS     AGREEMENTS



What colors do you love? Are there any you'd like to

avoid? Feel free to send palette inspirations to

hello@lindseyjoyholcomb.com

SELECT YOUR SIZE 

26"x20 $1,200

25"x38" $1,700 

26"x40" $2,200

5"x7"    $150

9"x12"  $250

11"x14"  $350

GETTING STARTED

*30”- 60” x up to 10 yards can be arranged with a custom
material order.

SELECT YOUR PALETTE 

*Ink can be delightfully unpredictable creating unexpected
colors and textures. Requested colors are always honored, but
be prepared to enjoy some surprises hidden within your piece.

SELECT YOUR TEXT 

If you'd like to incorporate a line of text in your

painting, you have that option. Examples of special

text may be lyrics, poetry, quotes, psalms, personal

mantras. Any text is handwritten in minimal cursive,

and is incorporated in a subtle way.

SEND YOUR ADDRESS

Shipping and handling are additional and can range

from $14 - 100 depending on the size of your piece

and your location. 

SEND YOUR MRI IMAGE

I am happy to help your narrow down your

images to select the one that will work best for

your painting. Images can be from a screenshot,

a PDF or jpg file. I cannot accept medical CDs;

if you aren't able to open a file I won't be able

to as well.

If you need assistance troubleshooting the

process of getting ahold of your images, I am

happy to help.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Please let me know if you'd like to add-on any

of the following to your commission:

8"x10" giclee print      $60

11"x14" giclee print      $80

Greeting cards (25)   $40

Canvas wrap                from $90

Photo necklace            $60

*Photo necklace features a one-sided print placed on
a 1" round silver-plated pendant, free of nickel, and
comes with an 18-inch chain.



POST ONE

COLORS OF MS POST
Your Colors of MS post can be prepared at your convenience. Once you have all of

your materials ready, I can give you an estimated posting date.

Introduction photo of yourself

Please see my IG highlights titled "Bio

Photo Tips" for professional video insight

on taking the best photo for your

feature. 

Your introduction (3 paragraphs maximum,

optional prompts below)

Where are you from?

Job? / Hobbies? / Interests?

What would you like people to know

about you outside of your diagnosis?

POST TWO

Your MRI image (I will remove any personal

indicators)

Your diagnosis story (6 paragraph

maximum)

I leave it up to you what you would like to

share, and am happy to help edit as

needed.

Longer posts on IG may cut off, and be

continued into the comments. I reserve

the discretion to edit for length, but will

always look to maintain your written

voice.

POST THREE

Your outlook for the future / advice for

others (6 paragraph maximum)

Do you have any resources you'd like to

recommend? 

NOTES

If you have an Instagram handle, please send it

to me so I can tag you. All posts originate on

Instagram.



AGREEMENTS
COLORS OF MS PARTICIPATION

Lindsey Holcomb (artist/founder) retains the

right to share your first name, submitted

story (across three feature posts), and final

art image in future iterations of the project,

inclusive of but not limited to:

Digital materials and posts promoting

Colors of MS

Print materials (limited prints, project

imagery, books and products to support

Colors of MS)

Should additional project needs arise,

Lindsey Holcomb may contact you to ask

if you'd like to be included. 

Your completed art and image are yours to

use as you'd like, however, please contact

Lindsey Holcomb before promoting the

Colors of MS project in physical or digital

form (for example, fundraising). Colors of

MS does not promote specific

causes/charities, persons, or treatment

options.

 The stories, opinions, treatment, and advice

shared through Colors of MS represent

individual participant experiences and do not

represent the opinions or advice of Lindsey

Holcomb. 

Colors of MS, and Lindsey Holcomb do not

dispense medical advice. Please see your

medical professional with any concerns you

may have.

Prices and availability are subject to change,

at the discretion of Lindsey Holcomb.

By agreeing to participate in Colors of MS, you

acknowledge the following:

AS A THANK YOU,

PARTICIPANTS OF THE

COLORS OF MS PROJECT

ENJOY 10% OFF OF CURRENT

COMMISSION PRICING
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My MS diagnosis left me determined to choose art as my pathway forward,

and holding space for your journey is an honor I take very seriously. 

 Confronting medical imagery and transforming it into a moment that you

celebrate can be cathartic and profound. For those that choose to share

their story through the Colors of MS project; I thank you for your bravery in

putting your story to words. I am confident your story will inspire many

others, as I take inspiration from each and every person I meet through this

project. From the bottom of my heart - thank you.

-
Lh-



HELLO@LINDSEYJOYHOLCOMB.COM

@LINDSEYJOYHOLCOMB (INSTAGRAM)

WWW.LINDSEYJOYHOLCOMB.COM


